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Profound hypoglycemia presents with reversible symmetrical ADC signal changes isolated
to eloquent cortex of the parietal lobe.
Marietta Walsh, DO
Key words: Hypoglycemia; Diffusion signal; Apparent diffusion coefficient
ABSTRACT
MRI diffusion/ADC signal change with reversal, symmetrically isolated to the cortex of the
precentral gyri in profound hypoglycemia has not been previously described. We present a case
in which minimal cortical signal change without deep grey matter involvement and subsequent
reversal occurred without significant clinical improvement. Correlation of the reversal of
diffusion/ADC signal to findings by EEG evaluation has been described in animal studies and
not in humans before.
INTRODUCTION
This to our knowledge is the first case report describing MRI diffusion signal change with
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) reversal, symmetrically isolated to the cortex of the
precentral gyri in profound hypoglycemia. Extensive cortical diffusion signal change with or
without deep gray matter involvement is identified in hypoglycemic coma. Reversibility of ADC
signal change in hypoglycemia has been previously described and has been correlated with
varied clinical outcomes. We describe a case in which minimal bihemispheric parietal lobe
eloquent cortical diffusion signal change without deep grey matter involvement and with reversal
of ADC signal occurred in the context of profound hypoglycemic coma without significant
clinical improvement.
CASE STUDY
A 71 year old diabetic female was brought to the emergency room after she was found
unresponsive at her nursing home. The patient was on monotherapy for her diabetes (glyburide).
An accucheck ® assessment showed a glucose of 32 mg/dl. The patient was given glucagon and
D50 with subsequent serum glucose level improvement from 45 mg/dl to 92 mg/dl. This resulted
in no change in her level of consciousness.
The neurological exam revealed an obtunded patient with no posturing, no response to tactile
stimulation and no spontaneous movement. Her Glasgow coma scale (GCS) was 3 (1= no eye
opening, 1= no verbal response, 1= no motor response). She was intubated to secure and
maintain an airway. She was normotensive with stable vitals. Her pupils were equal and reactive
to light. She had no nystagmus or facial twitching. A day prior to presentation, she was alert,
able to feed herself, and was conversing appropriately with no focal neurologic deficit. Her past
medical history was significant for multiple medical comorbidities. This included
schizophrenia/bipolar disease, non insulin dependent diabetes mellitus and chronic obstructive

airway disease. Laboratory evaluation and a head CT scan without contrast was otherwise
unremarkable.
Within one hour of arrival at the emergency department, the patient underwent an MRI of the
brain without contrast. This demonstrated bilateral symmetric increased signal within the cortex
of the precentral gyri on the diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) sequences. Corresponding signal
dropout was identified on ADC mapped sequences. No associated change in signal on FLAIR/T2
or T1 images was identified (Fig. 1 A, B, C and D). The initial MRI study was otherwise
unremarkable. A follow-up MRI of the brain was performed approximately 43 hours later. The
comparison study showed a diminution in high intensity diffusion signal with a resolution on
ADC mapped sequences. No delayed FLAIR /T2 or T1 signal abnormality was noted (Fig. 2, A,
B, C and D)
An electroencephalogram (EEG) performed approximately 15 hours after admission showed
diffuse slow wave activity of moderate to severe degree consistent with bilateral cerebral
hemispheric dysfunction. This was characterized by slow wave activity of 1.5 to 2 Hertz in the
frontal central areas. Posterior and central rhythms of 7 Hertz were identified. No epileptiform
activity was seen. Five hours prior to the patient’s follow-up MRI of the brain, a repeat EEG
revealed improvement in the diffuse slow wave activity with higher amplitudes relative to the
prior study. In addition some temporal sharp wave activity was noted bilaterally. These findings
were consistent with improving encephalopathy associated with hypoglycemia.
Despite rapid correction of the glucose level, she initially remained comatose, intubated and
unresponsive. Her clinical status over a total of 19 days post-admission, showed slow and
gradual improvements. The patient was weaned of the ventilator after 6 days. After extubation,
she began to grimace to painful stimuli and had occasional minimal spontaneous movements of
the lower extremities. She had no movement of the upper extremities, even with painful stimuli.
At discharge, she was awake and more alert. She was not able to follow commands and made
some vocalizations without meaningful conversation. She spontaneously grimaced and opened
her eyes. Upon discharge her GCS was 7 (4 = eye opening spontaneously, 2 = incomprehensible
sounds, 1 = no motor response). A decision was made by the family to admit the patient to
hospice.
DISCUSSION
The clinical presentation of hypoglycemia is non specific and requires early and accurate
diagnosis and management for improved outcomes. The varied signs that include anxiety,
memory loss, headaches, focal deficits, generalized weakness, seizure and coma are common to
other acute neurologic events such as infarction. Status epilepticus and generalized tonic clonic
seizures from other etiologies present with a pattern of cortical diffusion signal change and ADC

reversal similar to the case presented and are important diagnoses to exclude in the emergent
management setting (1, 2).
DWI and ADC signal changes in severe hypoglycemia have been previously reported in patients
with varied and selective involvement of grey and white matter areas (3, 4, 5). Correlation of the
location of signal change on DWI/ADC sequences in hypoglycemic patients with prognosis, as
well as correlating the reversibility of such lesions with patient outcomes has been suggested by
prior case reports and a study by Kang et al (1, 3, 4,
6). Extensive bi-hemispheric cortical
lesions with or without basal ganglia involvement is observed in severely affected patients with
hypoglycemia (3, 4, 5). In a study of MR imaging features of hypoglycemia, single lobe
involvement resulted in complete recovery. This study also identified complete recovery with
isolated white matter involvement (1). DWI/ADC signal change with post therapeutic reversal
isolated only to the precentral gyri of the parietal lobes in a comatose hypoglycemic patient has
not been previously reported. Despite isolated limited cortical involvement of the eloquent brain
with ADC signal reversal, the clinical prognosis of such a pattern in our patient was similar to
more extensive cortical and or deep grey matter involvement.
The changes in diffusion signal with hypoglycemia occurs initially in the cortex with progressive
involvement of the deep grey matter structures and hippocampi (3, 6, 7), where selective
vulnerability to disruption of protein synthesis has been identified (5). The time over which
diffusion signal change occurs and the level of hypoglycemia that induces these changes in
humans is not known. The resultant signal change and neurologic deficit also appears to be
specific to the individual. In animal models permanent neurologic deficit was identified in only
73% of cases after a period of 6 hours (8). A recent publication demonstrated no diffusion signal
change in non comatose patients subjected to short term hypoglycemia (9). Reported studies
have shown reversal of ADC signal change with and without clinical improvement. Clinical
recovery with signal reversal was noted in one case report at 10 days and was noted in another
case at 22 days post ictus with a poor outcome (3, 4, 5, 6). Our patient’s hypoglycemia was
corrected within 4 hours of its discovery. The reversibility of the reduction in ADC was
demonstrated within 48 hours of the initial MRI.
The mechanism of diffusion signal change in hypoglycemia occurs as a result of cellular
membrane sodium potassium pump failure and cellular swelling with extracellular volume
depletion, as it does in infarction (3). In infarction however, intracellular acidosis occurs due to
hypoxia. Consumption of intracellular metabolic acids with resultant alkalosis is present in
hypoglycemia (5). The reversal of ADC signal is an important consideration in excluding
infarction. White matter structures affected by hypoglycemia are the internal capsules, corona
radiata and the splenium of the corpus callosum. Associated signal change is thought to occur by
a different mechanism, with extracelluar excitatory peptide secretion (glutamate) resulting in
glial cell and myelinic sheath edema (1, 3, 5, 7). Involvement of the corona radiata and centrum

semiovale occurred in 64% of patients in a study evaluating the imaging findings of
hypoglycemia (1). In neonates poor outcomes are associated with involvement of the occipital
and parietal lobes (10). Symmetric early phase involvement of the occipital lobes with gradual
recovery in adults has been noted (11). Early phase parietal pattern of involvement in adults may
also portend a poor outcome as was identified in our case. Occipitoparietal involvement is
thought to occur when hypoperfusion complicates hypoglycemia, as these regions are more
vulnerable to diminished blood flow (12, 13). Our patient was not hypotensive on presentation to
the emergency room.
The duration of EEG isoelectricity correlates with the severity of hypoglycemia. In an animal
study looking at the MRI findings after temporary severe hypoglycemia, ADC signal change
within the cortex and periventricular regions was identified before EEG isoelectricity. Global
ADC signal change was noted with the onset of cerebral isolectricity (7). This corroborates the
greater earlier vulnerability to the cortical regions as in our patient, prior to overall brain
neuronal dysfunction. Improvement in EEG activity and ADC signal occurs with glucose
infusion. In our study, the patient had diffuse slowing of a moderate to severe degree on EEG at
15 hours after admission. Prior to the patient’s follow-up MRI and after the patient’s glucose had
normalized, the EEG showed improvement in slow wave activity with bilateral temporal sharp
activity. This appears to correlate with aspects of the animal study. In our study reversal in ADC
signal was seen within 5 hours after the EEG showed improvement.
CONCLUSION
DWI hyperintense lesions in hypoglycemic patients not involving the deep grey matter
structures, and involving solely the cortex have a better prognosis. Increased diffusion signal
with reversal of ADC signal in a hypoglycemic comatose patient with limited eloquent cortical
parietal lobe involvement and without significant neurologic improvement has not been
previously described. The reversal of ADC signal within 48 hours of the insult also corresponded
to commensurate improvement on EEG evaluation as has been seen in animal studies and not in
humans before.
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Figure 1: Select axial MR image sequences acquired 4 hours after onset of ictus demonstrating
symmetric increased diffusion signal isolated to the precental gyri (A) with corresponding
change in ADC (B) and eADC signal (C). No associated FLAIR signal change (D).
Figure 2: Select axial MR image sequences acquired at 43 hours post ictus demonstrating
reversal of diffusion (A) ADC (B) and eADC (C) signal in the precentral gyri bilaterally. No
delayed FLAIR signal change (D).
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Abstract
Stroke is one of the major causes of death and disability in the United States, yet it is under
treated by many major medical centers across the country. Timely recognition and treatment of
acute ischemic stroke remains a challenge due to confusing clinical presentations, hospital
logistics, communication barriers among providers, and lack of standardized treatment
algorithms. By creating a system-wide code stroke protocol, St. John Providence Health System
(SJPHS) improved documentation, increased intravenous tissue plasminogen activator (tPA)
delivery, reduced specialist call back times, improved door-to-computer tomography (CT) scan
and door-to-needle time, and identified appropriate patients for endovascular therapy.
Key Words: Code Stroke, Algorithm, Stroke Triage, Stroke Alert
Introduction
Stroke is a leading cause of mortality among developed countries, accounting for 15 million
deaths worldwide each year.(1) In the United States, it is the fourth leading cause of death and
the number one cause of adult disability. An estimated 6.8 million Americans over the age of 20
have experienced a stroke, comprising 2.8% of the population.(2) Approximately 795,000
people have a new or recurrent stroke yearly in the United States, out of which 134,000 (17%)
are likely to die.(1–3) Stroke accounted for approximately 134,000 deaths in 2008.(4) On
average, someone suffers a stroke every 40 seconds and someone dies of a stroke every 3.1
minutes (1,2) and among all patients with a transient ischemic attack (TIA), 12% will die within
one year due to stroke or related causes.(6) Meta-analyses of cohorts of patients have shown the
short-term risk of stroke after TIA to be between 3-10% at 2 days and 9-17% at 90 days. (2,7,8)
Immediate care of stroke patients accounted for $28.3 billion in direct medical expenses (9) and
$53.9 billion in indirect medical expenses in 2008. (3) More than half of the total cost of caring
for a stroke patient accrues 3 years after the initial stroke occurs. (3)
In 2003, the Joint Commission established criteria for the designation of Primary Stroke Centers.
These sites meet specific requirements for the delivery of treatment to this vulnerable population.
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(10) St John Providence Health System (SJPHS) has established three Primary Stroke Centers
with 5 campuses in Southeast Michigan that are accredited by the Joint Commission. Members
of the stroke team at each hospital campus met on a weekly basis to review process issues and
developed a system wide code stroke protocol. All stroke team members maintain NIHSS
certification and participate in yearly mock “Code Stroke” drills to assess and refresh their skill
sets. The three Primary Stroke Centers offer a comprehensive, multi-specialty team approach that
has improved stroke treatment. Quantified patient outcomes clearly demonstrate these
improvements and indicate that utilizing a system-wide code stroke protocol can result in highly
effective and efficient care.
The Code Stroke Process
At SJPHS, the stroke response process is known as “code stroke.” When a patient presents with
stroke symptoms to an SJPHS emergency department (ED), a streamlined fully accountable
process is initiated (Figure 1). This protocol is set in motion if the patient presents within 8
hours of stroke symptom onset or if the time of onset is unknown, The initial assessment is
completed within five minutes when emergency medical services (EMS) or triage in the ED
identifies a patient as having stroke-like symptoms. Those who meet the criteria for an acute
stroke are placed in a high acuity ED bed. Within 10 minutes, the ED physician evaluates the
patient, confirms stroke symptoms, generates a National Institute of Health Stroke Scale
(NIHSS) score, and readies the patient for a CT scan. The Stroke Alert protocol is activated by
the 15 minute mark.
Once the Stroke Alert is activated, an automated alert is sent to the on-call stroke neurologist,
neuroendovascular surgeon, CT tech, radiologist, ED operational manager, and bed coordinator.
During minutes 16-45, CT brain and CT perfusion (CTP) studies are performed and a final
radiologist read is called in to the ED physician. The Code Stroke process includes CTP studies
on all acute stroke patients in order to identify those who are potential candidates for
neurointervention. CTP also assists with clinical decision making for patients with unclear signs
and symptoms despite a relatively low NIHSS. When performed at the same time as an initial
CT, a CTP study adds minimal scanning time and does not have a significant impact on tPA
delivery time. Once the studies are completed, the ED physician, neurologist, and
neuroendovascular surgeon confer and reach a consensus on a treatment recommendation which
may include intravenous tissue plasminogen activator (IV-tPA/alteplase), neuroendovascular
treatment versus conservative treatment, or potential randomization into a clinical trial if
indicated.
The key component to SJPHS’s Code Stroke process is the Stroke Alert packet which is placed
on all charts in ED triage when a possible stroke patient has been identified. The Stroke Alert
packet contains the Recommended Time Line (Figure 1.), (which is also replicated within the
electronic health record), an informational handout for patients and families, and a Reference
Sheet for Health Care Providers (Figure 2.) providing talking points relative to the risk and
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benefit of IV-tPA delivery. The packet also includes an IV-tPA inclusion/exclusion criteria
checklist (Figure 3), a worksheet for the NIH Stroke Scale, an IV-tPA dosing chart, an algorithm
for management of intracranial hemorrhage following thrombolytic therapy (Figure 4), and an
order set for intracranial hemorrhage following initiation of thrombolytic therapy (Figure 5).
Quality Assurance
Depending on volume, multi-disciplinary quality assurance meetings were held on a weekly,
biweekly, or monthly basis at each SJPHS hospital to evaluate all code stroke activations in
terms of timeliness of assessment and treatment, and to conduct a review of any complications.
These evaluations allow for the identification of trends and provide continuous opportunities for
improvement. Physician representatives from the four service areas (neurology, emergency
medicine, radiology, and endovascular neurosurgery) meet to address care and logistical issues
internally. Multiple ancillary specialties are represented, including X-Ray technicians, CT
technicians, stroke team members, quality assurance personnel, etc. ED physicians, rapid
response team members, neurologists, neuroendovascular surgeons, and radiologists are provided
with benchmarks for response times, treatment rates, and outcomes.
The Code Stroke program at SJPHS was initiated in mid 2009. Figure 6a shows intravenous
tissue plasminogen activator (IV-tPA) administration rates from 2005 to 2011. Figure 6b shows
all patients discharged with a diagnosis of stroke over the same time period. The graph shows an
improvement in IV-tPA administration at one of the hospital sites from less than 2% to greater
than 10% during the three years following initiation of the program.
Quality Metrics for Improving Code Stroke
During the multi-disciplinary quality assurance meetings, physician response times, NIHSS
documentation, tpa treatment or reason for non-treatment, endovascular candidates, CT times,
and radiology read times were reviewed. The SJPHS team made several improvements to
improve these metrics, including:
Monthly call-back schedules and Perfectserve electronic paging system: by creating a monthly
stroke call-back schedule for neurology and endovascular neurosurgery, both services are called
simultaneously and provide back up for one another. For any call to a specialist not answered
within fourteen minutes, a Perfectserve notification is automatically generated to the chief of the
neurology telemedicine network program or the endovascular neurosurgery program director.
Response times are then shared amongst specialists on a monthly basis.
National Institutes for Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) documentation: prior to initiation of the
Code Stroke Program, nearly one third of Emergency Department evaluations lacked NIHSS
documentation which, along with response time, were designated as primary quality metrics. All
patient charts are now reviewed each week at a multidisciplinary stroke quality assurance
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meeting. Individuals failing to appropriately document stroke evaluations are contacted and
encouraged to improve their clinical documentation. The rate of NIHSS documentation
improved from 70% to 100% after initiation of benchmarking and education, and the average
neurologist call back time to the Emergency Department decreased from more than 22 min to
less than 2 minutes without further intervention.
Results of the Code Stroke Process:
ED Triage and Time to CT
As the Code Stroke program was expanded to other facilities within SJPHS, the data consistently
indicated that in those institutions where the Code Stroke protocol is followed, the times to
treatment and overall IV-tPA delivery rates are several times faster than the national average.
(11–13) Those facilities that do not participate wholeheartedly in the process tend to deliver at
higher rates than the national average, but are far lower than SJPHS’s internal best standard.
Figure 7 provides a 6-month snapshot of data from late 2010, collected from 4 hospital campuses
within SJPHS.
Sites 1, 2, and 3 have neuroendovascular coverage 24/7 and tele-radiology is available for
immediate viewing of imaging studies at all facilities. Each facility had access to an InTouch RPLite robot. (Figure 8.) Two sites routinely activated code stroke alerts upon patient triage in the
EDs; alerting CT, neurology, and the neuroendovascular team. This activation occurred
uniformly for well over 90% of all patients at Sites 1 and 2.
Two campuses had differential protocol adherence: Site 3 failed to routinely activate the code
stroke until after the ED physician evaluation and image acquisition. Site 4 altered the code
stroke activation to an evaluation by resident staff and mid-level providers rather than initiating
immediate alerts to neurology and neuroendovascular specialists. Sites 1 and 2 delivered IV-tPA
at an 11% rate to all patients triaged as stroke victims during 2011. Patients presenting at Sites 3
and 4 received treatment with IV-tPA at a rate of 4%. These rates are percentages of the total
number of IV-tPA doses given relative to the total number of stroke discharges, not the
percentage of eligible patients. In addition, Sites 3 and 4 acquired a greater number of imaging
studies per stroke patient than Sites 1 and 2. Data evaluation has resulted in an ongoing program
of process improvement at each hospital in the health system.
Time to CT is a primary determinant of door-to-needle time, and is highly process dependent. A
Code Stroke alert notifies the CT team and the room is readied for an emergent study. An
intravenous line is started in the ED and a non-enhanced CT Head is done, followed by CT
Perfusion and/or CT Angiogram of Head and Neck. A radiologist interprets these studies, and
the final read is expected to occur within the 45-minutes from arrival to allow for treatment
within an hour (or 15-minutes for non-enhanced CT Head as well as CT Perfusion). A history of
contrast reaction is not considered an absolute contraindication to intravenous contrast and these
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patients are not delayed in their evaluation.(14) The interpretation times and accuracy of
interpretation between different radiologists and sites are compared and reviewed on a weekly or
biweekly basis.
The initial interpretation time averaged 26 minutes from CT completion. Several changes were
made to the process to shorten this time frame. Upon downloading images into the pictorial
archiving system (PACS), studies are now designated as STAT to alert the radiologist at his/her
reading station. Radiologists also receive a notification page with Code Stroke alerts. On time
reads were difficult to obtain initially; however, through continued education, benchmarking, and
peer review, average interpretation times dropped from 26 minutes to 8 minutes after completion
of the study.
Intravenous tPA Administration
Once the patient returns from CT, the decision as to whether the patient is an intravenous tPA
(IV-tPA) candidate has already been made based on colleague-to-colleague discussions, care
algorithms, and potential CT results. To decrease the delivery and mixing time for IV-tPA, the
medication is now stored within the ED for immediate availability. Patients are then transferred
to the neuroscience intensive care unit for observation and ongoing evaluation.
Determination of Appropriate Candidates for Intervention
Identifying patients as potential interventional candidates is accomplished with physiologic
imaging as combined with guidelines published by the American Heart Association and Society
of Neurointerventional Surgery. (15-17) For patients with major vessel occlusion, CT perfusion
is relied upon to identify areas of reversible ischemia. (18-20) Every patient who is part of the
Code Stroke process receives a CT perfusion scan that is reviewed by a neuroendovascular
specialist at the time of completion. This not only identifies potential candidates for
interventional therapy, but also identifies those patients who have completed infarcts not
demonstrated by a plain CT. By vigilantly adhering to the code stroke protocol, complications
related to recanalization of ischemic dead tissue have been minimized.
Discussion
Despite the high prevalence of acute ischemic stroke, it remains a major challenge for many
hospital systems to accurately diagnose these patients in a timely manner in order to provide lifesaving treatments that are time dependent. Many hospital systems across the world are working
on ways to address this concern by creating triage systems, emergency medical system (EMS)
algorithms, new scoring systems, new protocols in the Emergency Department, or by developing
a hub-spoke relationship with tertiary stroke centers and incorporating telemedicine in this
process. (21,22,24–27)
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Rapp et al were among the first to introduce the concept of “code stroke” in 1997 when they
described the concept of developing a pathway in order to facilitate identification and
subsequently provide treatments of these patients with rt-PA in the National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) study. (28) They detailed an EMS stroke alert
activation process preferentially triaging these patients and obtaining non-contrast CT scan as a
priority, followed by beginning intravenous thrombolytics. Insufficient details, however, were
provided in terms of how to successfully achieve these benchmarks in a timely manner with the
exception of creating a pathway and placing these patients on a high acuity level. The main
purpose of the paper was to educate the medical community in recognizing stroke as a medical
emergency and that reperfusion/thrombolytic therapy should be the main goal of treatment in the
initial phase of stroke.
The Europeans have extensive experience in rapidly identifying and treating patients with acute
ischemic strokes, particularly in Spain. In 2004, Alvarez-Sabin et al. described the clinical
benefits following the implementation of a specialized urgent stroke care system by going
through a three step process: 1) developing a stroke team and code stroke protocol; 2) creating a
stroke unit; and 3) incorporating an on-call stroke neurologist. Noted improvements include a
decreased length of stay, hospital mortality, and institutionalization of these patients. (29) De
Leciñana et al. described the relevance of a code stroke protocol, stroke unit and stroke network
in the organization of acute stroke care which emphasized the need for coordinated care lead by
the stroke neurologist, available consultants in a multitude of specialties, and the creation of a
dedicated stroke unit. While these elements helped to improve implementation of the treatment
protocols, details of the protocol itself were not provided. (30) Clua-Espuny et al. described the
implementation of stroke code model in Terres de l’Ebre, Spain. Among 380 patients that were
treated, a 13.9% thrombolytic usage rate was achieved (31), however the article was published in
non-English literature and the differences between the health care systems of the United States
and Spain have to be taken into account. Nevertheless, achieving a 13.9% intravenous
thrombolytic rate is a noteworthy accomplishment.
Prabhakaran et al. recently published a study stating that IV-tPA infusion rate increases in
primary stroke centers over time are significantly higher than nonstroke certified centers. (32) By
having a specific stroke protocol, more patients may be qualified for treatment with IV-tPA.
Finally, Theiss et al. evaluated the effect of the Telestroke network over a four-year period and
found that the rate of thrombolytic use increased and in-hospital mortality decreased. (33)
Gonzalez et al. from Harvard University recently published their acute stroke imaging algorithm
that incorporated non-enhanced CT Head, CT angiogram and diffusion MRI (Magnetic
Resonance Imaging) in the identification of penumbra and quantifying the ischemic core. (34)
They defer to CT Perfusion only if a patient cannot receive diffusion MRI. Although their
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algorithm is very reasonable and has achieved positive results, it is often difficult to reproduce
due to the limited availability of MRI scanners.
In order to develop a code stroke process, a few key components must be addressed: 1)
recognizing potential stroke patients from presentation (prehospital, in the emergency
department, or on the floor); 2) obtaining fast and appropriate diagnostic studies; 3) interpreting
complex clinical presentations together with the diagnostic results; and 4) providing timely
treatment. Though each of these components appears simple, many obstacles may lie ahead,
hence developing a code stroke protocol at an institutional level remains the most feasible way to
tackle this problem. While developing the protocol at SJPHS, logistical issues were encountered
such as physician call back time, imaging availability, bed availability, time for radiology
interpretation, delay from pharmacy for mixing and delivering of IV-tPA, and availability of
neuroendovascular services. Full support from hospital administration, physicians, clinical
staffs, and ancillary personnel are absolutely vital to the success of such a process. Through a
step-wise approach, each and every one of these obstacles was identified, and attempts were
made to address them in an effective manner. This resulted in the creation of a code stroke
model that has ultimately translated into significant improvements in objective benchmark
measures that are successfully reproducible on a system-wide basis. The model is also being
adapted by many other health systems across the nation. (23,35) A particularly valuable
component of the SJPHS approach is the built-in mechanism that continues to evaluate the
protocol by means of weekly reviews of all stroke patients. These reviews identify the deficits,
missed benchmarks, and reasons for not providing certain interventions that may be otherwise
overlooked. The resulting recommendations are then translated directly into everyday clinical
practice across the system. No model is perfect of course, which is why the SJPHS protocol
remains dynamic in nature so that it can adapt to new advances and seamlessly incorporate new
evidence-based practices, guidelines and techniques in treating this challenging disease.
Summary
The outcome following an acute ischemic stroke depends on a timely diagnosis and reperfusion
of the ischemic brain. By creating a code stroke protocol, the process of identifying and
subsequently providing appropriate treatments for patients with ischemic stroke in a timely and
effective manner has been streamlined. A code stroke protocol delivers specialty care to the
patients’ points of access to the health system and eliminates traditional obstacles with objective
and measurable outcome improvements. The process was successfully implemented at one
hospital site, then subsequently scaled to the health system, and, finally, to a network level. The
SJPHS protocol may be used as a model for other centers to enhance their stroke programs and
achieve similar positive results.
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Figures
Figure 1. Recommended Time Line for Code Stroke Alert
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Figure 2. Reference Sheet for Healthcare Providers

Figure 3. IV-tPA inclusion/exclusion criteria checklist
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Figure 4 Algorithm for management of intracranial hemorrhage following thrombolytic therapy
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Figure 5. Order set for intracranial hemorrhage following initiation of thrombolytic therapy
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Figure 6a. Number of patients received IV-tPA at one of the participating hospitals from 2005 to
2011. 6b. Number of patients with acute ischemic stroke as a discharge diagnosis from 2005 to
2011.
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Figure 7. Percentage of Code Stroke Activations of patients with acute ischemic stroke at four
primary stroke center designated emergency departments system wide as well as IV-tPA
administration rate in each ED in 2010.
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Figure 8. Intouch RP-Lite Robot allows stroke neurologist to remotely assess the patient via the
use of telemedicine technology in the form of high-quality videoconferencing (HQ-VTC).
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